
 

Frequently Asked Questions 
 
What is MedForums? 
MedForums is a platform for healthcare professionals to crowdsource their peers and 
find the best medical education resources. The review site is suited for any focus (CME, 
information, test preparation) in any format (app, blog, podcast, etc.). Members of 
MedForums community includes physicians, residents, physician assistants, advanced 
practice providers, and medical students.  

Why was MedForums created? 

MedForums was created to provide physicians and other healthcare professionals the 
opportunity to read reviews, rate resources, and leave reviews for medical education. 
By having access to peer-reviewed medication education, physicians can be confident 
knowing that the medical education resources they are spending their time and money 
on are beneficial and valuable.  

When did MedForums launch? 

MedForums launched industry-wide at ACEP in October 2018. The company has built 
a robust and comprehensive database of medical education resources, with extensive 
beta testing by physician users. 

What advantages does MedForums bring to the medical community? 

MedForums improves healthcare, physician to physician. By knowing which medical 
education is most valuable, physicians and other healthcare providers can save time 
finding the best resources and have instant access to premier education resources, 
which ultimately helps them provide better healthcare to their patients. 

Is MedForums for medical professionals only? 

At launch, MedForums is ideal for physicians, residents, physician assistants, advanced 
practice providers, and medical students in all specialties. In the future, we will build 
similar tools for nurses, dentists, chiropractors, physical therapists, podiatrists, and 
pharmacists.  
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Is there a cost for students and professionals to participate? 

MedForums is free for any medical professionals who want to read reviews, leave 
reviews and find the medical education resources they need. 

How do medical professionals know they can trust reviews on the site? 

Each registered user on MedForums agrees to the site’s terms and conditions, which 
include confirming they are a practicing physician or a valid healthcare provider. The 
reviews are not filtered or edited.  

How does MedForums decide which resources to promote? 

MedForums is designed like Amazon and Google. The more reviews a resource has, the 
higher on the site it appears.  

Is it free for providers of medical education to list their resources? 

Absolutely! It is free for any medical education resource to be listed on MedForums.  

Has MedForums partnered with schools or medical education providers? 

MedForums is an independent company with no affiliated schools or partnerships. 

How is MedForums funded? 

MedForums was created and has been funded by physicians who care about quality 
medical education. The founders of MedForums are not associated with any medication 
education producer or provider. 
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